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Thank you categorically much for downloading mondfluch mondfluch saga 1 von 2 herrschaft der h.Most
likely you have knowledge that, people have look numerous period for their favorite books with this
mondfluch mondfluch saga 1 von 2 herrschaft der h, but end in the works in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good PDF once a mug of coffee in the afternoon, then again they juggled next some
harmful virus inside their computer. mondfluch mondfluch saga 1 von 2 herrschaft der h is reachable in our
digital library an online right of entry to it is set as public appropriately you can download it instantly. Our
digital library saves in multiple countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency time to download any
of our books bearing in mind this one. Merely said, the mondfluch mondfluch saga 1 von 2 herrschaft der h is
universally compatible as soon as any devices to read.

Mondfluch 2 Kathrin Wandres 2020-01-28 Es gibt nur einen Weg, die Welt zu retten. Doch was, wenn es der
falsche ist? Nach dem gescheiterten Versuch, den Mondfluch zu brechen, befindet sich Thy in Gefangenschaft
der Dunkelseelen. Diese haben es sich zum Ziel gesetzt, mit Hilfe des Mondlichts die Halbwesen zu
vernichten. Niemand ist rachsüchtiger als Suri - ihre Anführerin. Doch Thy muss feststellen, dass nicht nur
die Dunkelseelen hinter dem Mondlicht her sind, welches sie in sich trägt. Auch die Halbwesen setzen alles
daran, es wieder zurückzuerobern. Auf ihrer Flucht leidet Koraj zunehmend unter dem Mondfluch. Es
entsteht ein Wettlauf gegen die Zeit und Thy muss eine folgenschwere Entscheidung treffen.

Heart of Fire Linda Howard 2011-08-09 A fabulous lost Amazon city once inhabited by women warriors and
containing a rare red diamond: it sounded like myth, but archeologist Jillian Sherwood believed it was real,
and she was willing to put up with anything to find it -- even Ben Lewis. Ruffian, knock-about, and number
one river guide in Brazil, Ben was all man -- over six feet of rock-hard muscles that rippled under his khakis,
with lazy blue eyes that taunted her from his tanned face. Jillian watched him come to a fast boil when she
refused to reveal their exact destination upriver in the uncharted rain forests -- and resolved to stand her
ground. Neither of them could foresee what the days ahead promised: an odyssey into the fiery heart of
passion and betrayal, and a danger that would force them to cast their fates together, immersed in the eternal,
unsolved mysteries of love....

In the Forest of Harm Sallie Bissell 2014-06-08 Three women embark on a hellish journey in this electrifying
novel of survival and friendship Mary “Killer” Crow, the toughest young Cherokee prosecutor in Georgia, is
heading home to North Carolina. There she plans to visit her mother’s grave and hike with her two closest
friends on the beautiful yet demanding wilderness trail she loved as a child. But Mary has made a deadly
enemy. Her most recent courtroom victory spurs a killer into tracking her through the wild, obsessed with
wreaking his vengeance. And he’s not the only predator stalking Mary and her friends through the merciless
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mountain terrain. Pushed to the limits of their endurance, these three women discover a capacity for
loyalty—and for violence—they never dreamed possible. Filled with unexpected twists and gut-wrenching
suspense, In the Forest of Harm pulls you through a labyrinth of psychological terror and keeps the thrills
coming until the very end. Praise: “A top-notch thriller.”—People “Hair-raising . . . harrowing.”—Publishers
Weekly “Bissell tightens the screws slowly and expertly.”—Kirkus Reviews "Bissell masterfully drives the
plot with . . . gut-wrenching suspense.”—The Ashenville Citizen-Times

Eyes in the Darkness C. J. LaPolla 2018-05-25 Evil lurks in the shadows and waits to pull a young dreamer into
a nightmare... Keo spends her evenings watching the stars traverse the sky above and dreams about the world
being different than it is. She gets her wish as an ancient enemy emerges from the darkness to pull her into a
nightmare. Before the evening ends she is thrust into an adventure that may be told as a legend for ages to
come.Eyes in the Darkness is a standalone horror fantasy action adventure short story in the world of Isiir set
thousands of years in the past from the novels Within the Ice, Out of the Ice, and Eryn's Tale.
Wulfe Untamed Pamela Palmer 2014-01-28 They are called Feral Warriors—an elite band of immortals who
can change shape at will. Sworn to rid the world of evil, consumed by sorcery and seduction, their wild
natures are primed for release . . . The most enigmatic and tortured of the Feral Warriors, Wulfe is haunted by
the quiet beauty of a human woman who no longer remembers him. Once a captive of both the Mage and the
Ferals, Natalie stole a piece of his heart before he took her memories and sent her safely back to her fiancé. But
now the Mage are threatening her again, and Wulfe will risk anything to protect her. Natalie Cash is stunned
when she's saved by a wolf who shifts suddenly into a splendidly built, if badly scarred, man, a man with the
kindest eyes. Swept into a world of intrigue and danger beyond her comprehension, she turns to the powerful
Wulfe, finding a passion she'd only dreamed of. But when time runs out, they must trust one another and
surrender to a wild, untamed love.
Mondfluch 1 Kathrin Wandres 2019-11-14 Es war immer klar, wer die Bösen sind. Aber was, wenn das eine
Lüge ist? Nacht für Nacht bangt die 17-jährige Thy um ihr Leben. Denn dann streifen Halbwesen durch das
Sumpfgebiet, in dem ihre Familie Zuflucht gefunden hat. Niemand ist grausamer, niemand ist
erbarmungsloser als diese allmächtigen Wesen. Töten ist ihr Leben. Doch nach Sonnenaufgang zerfallen sie zu
Staub - bis zum Einbruch der nächsten Nacht. Thys Welt gerät aus den Fugen als sie Koraj trifft: ein
Halbwesen. Mitten am Tag. Und er lässt sie am Leben.

Does God Desire All to Be Saved? John Piper 2013-09-30 Are There Two Wills in God? Divine Election and
God’s Desire for All to Be Saved In this short, theological essay, John Piper builds a scriptural case that God’s
unconditional election unto salvation is compatible with God’s genuine desire and offer for all to be saved.
Helping us to make sense of this seemingly paradoxical relationship, Piper wisely holds both truths in tension
as he explores the Bible’s teaching on this challenging topic, graciously responds to those who disagree, and
motivates us to passionately proclaim the free offer of the gospel to all people.
A Week in October Elizabeth Subercaseaux 2021-05-04 A mystery novel where the heart is the culprit and
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the reader is the detective sleuthing for two truths‚Äîthe story‚Äôs and their own A Week in October is a
thriller for those of us who usually prefer a good love story that you just can‚Äôt put down. In other words it is
a thriller-of-the-heart, where the spirit of "dangerous liaisons" is set against the all too familiar and difficult
background of breast cancer. The beautiful wife of a successful Chilean architect courageously confronts her
illness, mastectomy, and treatment while recording her thoughts and experiences in her journal. What
develops is a thinly veiled version of her own life, her disappoint with their cold marriage, her reminiscences
of childhood, and the death that seems to surround her. Her husband discovers the notebook and is stunned:
How does she know that he had a mistress all these years? Is he really such a fatuous bore? Could it be true
that his sick wife had a passionate love affair with one of his colleagues, right under his nose? Is this just a
fictional story‚Äîhe asks himself, turning the pages‚Äîor his wife‚Äôs very personal diary as she awaits death?
A bestselling Latin American author, A Week in October is Elizabeth Subercaseaux‚Äôs first novel to be
translated into English. This extraordinary tale about erotic tension, deception, resilience, and death keeps us in
suspense, between laughter and tears, until the unexpected, haunting ending that ponders the mysteries of a
woman's heart, where truth is a lie and a lie is truth.
The Forest of Arrows V. F. Sharp 2019-03-20 IN A LAND WHERE MAGIC IS FORBIDDEN, AN ANCIENT
EVIL HAS RETURNED In the mystical kingdom of Old Vynterra and its surrounding territories, all magic
has been banned for centuries, with magical beings forced to live apart from human lands. But when a group
of adventurous friends encounter a mesmerizing forest while playing a daring game, and one of their own
vanishes without a trace, they begin to suspect the forest may contain a mysterious power. Amid increasingly
deadly threats and the shocking return of long-extinct, terrifying creatures, the lifelong companions must
work together to stay alive, find their lost friend, and unravel the ancient, dark mystery hiding in the Forest
of Arrows. In this spellbinding fantasy, V.F. Sharp takes readers of all ages on an exhilarating and mystifying
adventure filled with rich history, exciting twists and turns, and colorful characters. The Forest of Arrows:
The Prince of Old Vynterra is the first in a planned trilogy.
Here for You Skylar M. Cates 2015-02-27 "Life is a thread connecting us. One pull and it all unravels. " Cole
Gannon arrives in the seaside town of Ocean Vista to work as a bartender and finally find a place to belong.
Determined to make a home for himself, Cole lives happily with his four colorful roommates, whom he
considers brothers. The only problem is Cole's attraction to Ian Stark a guy all wrong for him. He wishes he
didn t keep running into the sexy lawyer. Ian knows Cole is attracted to him, but the younger man keeps him
at arm s length. It only makes Ian more determined to be with Cole and learn all his secrets. But while Ian has
built a successful law practice, he hasn t done too well with relationships. When a sudden and devastating
tragedy occurs, it shatters Cole's world and throws Cole and Ian together in unexpected ways. In an instant,
everything between them changes forever.

Fake Like Me Barbara Bourland 2019-06-18 At once a twisted psychological portrait of a woman crumbling
under unimaginable pressure and a razor-sharp satire of the contemporary art scene, FAKE LIKE ME is a
dark, glamorous, and addictive story of good intentions gone awry, from the critically acclaimed author of I'll
Eat When I'm Dead. Carey Logan was the art world's genius wild child. FAKE I was a no-name painter
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clawing my way up behind her. LIKE When Carey died, she left a space that couldn't be filled. Except,
maybe, by ME After a fire rips through her loft, destroying the seven billboard-size paintings meant for her
first major exhibition, a young painter is left with an impossible task: recreate the lost artworks in just three
months without getting caught - or ruin her fledgling career. Homeless and desperate, she begs her way into
Pine City, an exclusive retreat in upstate New York notorious for three things: outrageous revelries,
glamorous artists, and the sparkling black lake where brilliant prodigy Carey Logan drowned herself. Taking
up residence in Carey's former studio, the painter works with obsessive, delirious focus. But when she begins
to uncover strange secrets at Pine City and falls hard for Carey's mysterious boyfriend, a single thought
shadows her every move: What really happened to Carey Logan? "A smart, satirical take on fashion and media
that will have readers snorting with laughter." -The New York Post on I'll Eat When I'm Dead
Dangerous in Diamonds Madeline Hunter 2011-04-26 When the outrageously wealthy Duke of Castleford is
bequeathed a small piece of property that houses a modest flower shop, he encounters its owner, the
mysterious Daphne Joyes-a budding rose who quickly becomes the object of his seduction.
Find Me J.S. Monroe 2017-04-01 A young man embarks on a desperate search for the truth in this chilling,
razor-sharp thriller Five years ago, Rosa walked to the pier in the dead of night, looked into the swirling
water and jumped. She was a brilliant young Cambridge student who had just lost her father. Her death was
tragic, but not unexpected. But is that what really happened? Her death was ruled a suicide. But Rosa’s
boyfriend, Jar, still can’t let go. He sees Rosa everywhere—a face on the train, a figure on the cliff. He is
obsessed with proving that she is still alive. And then he gets an email. “Find me, Jar. Find me, before they
do…” As Jar digs into the past, he enters a dark underworld where nothing is as it seems and no one can be
trusted. He is soon thrust into the heart of a larger intrigue that may finally shed some light on Rosa’s
death…even as it dangerously threatens his own life.
Hidden Places Lynn Austin 2001-07-01 A deep yearning for home had led Eliza to Wyatt Orchards ten years
ago. Now widowed with three young children, she faces mounting debts and the realization it is all up to her.
But she has no idea how to run an orchard alone. When a stranger appears at her doorstep, Eliza guesses he is
no different than the other out-of-luck characters searching for work during the Depression. But the
familiarity with which Gabe tends to the farm raises unanswered questions. With a vulnerable heart, she is
unwittingly drawn to his gentle ways. But Eliza also fears that Gabe hides a past and motives that could
jeopardize all she has fought to attain for herself and her children....
An Unexpected Song Iris Johansen 2013-03-11 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen
comes a simmering, sensual story of a powerful man who will do anything to capture the voice—and heart—of
a talented soprano. Jason Hayes isn’t used to hearing the word “no”—not from performers, not from critics, and
certainly not from women. He is the greatest composer the stage has seen in a century, and musicians and
actors the world over covet his roles. So when the woman he wants—needs—to play Desdemona in his musical
adaptation of Shakespeare’s Othello turns down the role, he launches a relentless campaign to win her
over—and maybe even secure her heart, too. Daisy Justine has a powerful gift, a sweet soprano voice with
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beauty to match. She desperately wants to accept the role Jason Hayes has offered her; it would be the job of a
lifetime. And there is an undeniable, vibrant magnetism between them—a current that both thrills and
frightens her. But she absolutely cannot go to New York with Jason, and she can’t tell him why—unless her
body betrays her. Includes a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from these Loveswept titles:
The Notorious Lady Anne, Along Came Trouble, and Strictly Business.
We Should Have Left Well Enough Alone Ronald Malfi 2018-06-21 A new mother is pursued by mysterious
men in black. A misguided youth learns the dark secrets of the world from an elderly neighbor on Halloween
night. A housewarming party where the guests never leave. A caretaker tends to his rusted relic of a god
deep in the desert... In his debut short story collection, Bram Stoker Award finalist Ronald Malfi mines the
depths and depravities of the human condition, exploring the dark underside of religion, marriage, love, fear,
regret, and hunger in a world that spins just slightly askew on its axis. Rich in atmosphere and character,
Malfi's debut collection is not to be missed.
The Names They Gave Us Emery Lord 2017-05-16 A compelling story of love, loss, and faith, as a teen
struggles in the wake of her mother's cancer diagnosis.
Sylvie and the Songman Tim Binding 2011 "Sylvie Bartram's beloved dog, Mr. Jackson, has lost his bark. The
birds have stopped singing. And in the growing silence, her dad has disappeared. Determined to find him,
Sylvie and her best friend, kite-flying, tone deaf George, are drawn into the nightmare world of the Songman,
a world haunted by the terrifying Woodpecker Man in his swan-powered balloon, a world where nothing can
sing and no one can speak. Only Sylvie can save the earth from its terrible voiceless fate."--Dust jacket.
Mondfluch 3 Kathrin Wandres 2020-09-04 Es war stets das Ziel, den Fluch zu brechen. Doch was, wenn das
Schlimmste erst bevorsteht? Obwohl Thy den Mondfluch erfolgreich gebrochen hat, ist sie am Boden zerstört,
denn von Koraj fehlt jede Spur! Sofort macht sich Thy auf die Suche nach ihm und seinen Entführern: der
Dunkelseele Suri und ihrem Sohn Zafaar. Niemand ist mächtiger als er - das mysteriöse Halbwesen mit der
schwarzen Narbe. Doch die Zeit drängt, denn ein noch größeres Unheil bahnt sich seinen Weg durch das Land
Ay. Die zunehmenden Beben und Rauchwolken kündigen den Ausbruch des Vulkans an und damit die
Zerstörung der Welt. Bei Thys Rettungsaktion kommt ihr ausgerechnet ihre Erzfeindin zur Hilfe. Bis das
Unvorstellbare geschieht.
The Identical Boy Matthew Stott 2015-12-15 Things live between awake and asleep. In the moment after your
eyes grow too heavy to stay open, but before the dreams take you.Night after night, Sam dreams that he has a
real life best friend; but when he wakes up, he always seems to forget him. One day he does not forget. One
day he remembers. And on that day, the boy comes to stay...
Havoc Jack Du Brul 2007-09-04 New Jersey, 1937: A homicidal madman bears a safe holding a terrible secret
that is thought lost when fiery fate intervenes. Decades later, the discovery of that secret is about to threaten
the world once more.... Mining engineer Philip Mercer is in the war-torn Central African Republic searching
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for precious metal. There, he meets Cali Stone, a field researcher for the CDC who is investigating why a
certain village suffers from one of the highest rates of cancer in the world-a fact that intrigues Mercer. Once
back in the states, Mercer's search for answers leads him to a long-lost safe and a cryptic note inside that may
reveal a three thousand year-old deception...
What She Left T.R. Richmond 2016-01-12 In this brilliantly modern novel of love, obsession, and revenge, a
professor pieces together the life and mysterious death of a former student—and unearths a shocking revelation
about her final days. “A deliciously modern take on the psychological thriller” (Daily Telegraph). On a snowy
February morning, the body of twenty-five-year-old journalist Alice Salmon washes up on a riverbank south
of London. The sudden, shocking death of this beloved local girl becomes a media sensation, and those who
knew her struggle to understand what happened to lively, smart, and savvy Alice Salmon. Was it suicide? A
tragic accident? Or…murder? Professor Jeremy Cooke, known around campus as Old Cookie, is an
anthropologist nearing the end of his unremarkable academic career. Alice is his former student, and the object
of his unhealthy obsession. After her death, he embarks on a final project—a book documenting Alice’s life
through the digital and paper trails that survive her: her diaries, letters, Facebook posts, Tweets, and text
messages. He collects news articles by and about her; he transcribes old voicemails; he interviews her friends,
family, and boyfriends. Bit by bit, the real Alice—a complicated and vulnerable young woman—springs fully
formed from the pages of Cookie’s book…along with a labyrinth of misunderstandings, lies, and secrets that cast
suspicion on everyone in her circle—including Jeremy himself.
The Bay at Midnight Diane Chamberlain 2022-04-04 Get swept up in this enticing, emotional story of family
suspense from New York Times bestselling author Diane Chamberlain. Her family’s cottage on the New
Jersey shore was a place of freedom and innocence for Julie Bauer—until her seventeen-year-old sister, Isabel,
was murdered. It’s been more than forty years since that August night, but Julie’s memories of her sister’s
death still shape her world. Now someone from her past is raising questions about what really happened that
night. About Julie’s own complicity. About a devastating secret her mother kept from them all. About the
person who went to prison for Izzy’s murder—and the person who didn’t. Faced with questions and armed
with few answers, Julie must gather the courage to revisit her past and untangle the complex emotions that
led to one unspeakable act of violence on the bay at midnight. Originally published in 2005

Wishful Thinking Melissa Hill 2008-11-27 Louise wishes she could be slim, pretty, and popular. So she can’t
believe it when it seems her wish is coming true. If only it didn't all cost so much . . . Dara wishes she could go
back in time, and change everything. But she's married now, and nothing can change that. Can it? Rosie
wishes she knew how to make her children happy. Even though they're both grown up with their own
lives, they seem to need her more than ever. Three very different women, about to make a journey that will
change their lives forever. You should be careful what you wish for . . .
Head in the Clouds Karen Witemeyer 2010-10-01 Adelaide Proctor is a young woman with her head in the
clouds, longing for a real-life storybook hero to claim as her own. But when a husband-hunting debacle leaves
her humiliated, she interviews for a staid governess position on a central Texas sheep ranch and vows to leave
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her romantic yearnings behind. When Gideon Westcott left his privileged life in England to make a name for
himself in America's wool industry, he never expected to become a father overnight. And five-year-old
Isabella hasn't uttered a word since she lost her mother. The unconventionality of the new governess concerns
Gideon--and intrigues him at the same time. But he can't afford distractions. He has a ranch to run, a shearing
to oversee, and a suspicious fence-cutting to investigate. When Isabella's uncle comes to claim the child--and
her inheritance--Gideon and Adelaide must work together to protect Isabella from the man's evil schemes.
And soon neither can deny their growing attraction. But after so many heartbreaks, will Adelaide be willing
to get her head out of the clouds and put her heart on the line?

Roam (with embedded audio) Alan Lazar 2011-11-01 They say you never forget your first love . . . Born
under a sparkling crescent moon, Nelson is a bright-eyed, inquisitive half beagle, half poodle. He lives with
Katey and Don, newlyweds whose marriage is straining under the pressures of domesticity, but Katey’s
devotion to Nelson buoys the pup even as he worries his home may be falling apart. But there are few things
Nelson likes better than to follow a scent, and one day he follows his nose and gets lost . . . very lost. Though
he searches frantically for Katey—and she for him—Nelson can’t seem to find his way home, and he soon
realizes that if he’s ever to see his great love again, he must make his way on his own and try to survive in
the wild. Over the course of eight years, Roam follows Nelson as he crosses the country searching for his
family. For a time he rides shotgun with a truck driver named Thatcher, then he lives in the woods with a
pack of wolves. A terrible accident takes his hind leg, but Nelson’s strength and longing to find Katey keep
him alive. Escaping death in a shelter, Nelson grows into an old dog with a cynical eye and a world-weary
demeanor, but underneath it all, a fearless and courageous spirit. After all, he believes that one day he’ll make
it home . . . and maybe, just maybe, he will. . . . Much more than the story of one dog’s incredible journey, this
is a deeply moving story of survival and enduring love, which once again confirms the unbreakable bond
between humans and their best friends. In the tradition of The Art of Racing in the Rain and The Story of
Edgar Sawtelle, Roam is an unforgettable tale of love lost and found, the trials that test families, and an
affirmation that no matter how far or how long you may travel, there’s always a place you can call home.

Freak Show James St. James 2008-10-02 Soon to be a major motion picture with Bette Midler, Laverne Cox,
Abigail Breslin, and Alex Lawther starring as Billy Bloom "Freak Show has it all. It's hilarious, sad, sexy, and
glamorous—just the way life should be."--Perez Hilton "Gutsy, funny, over-the-top Billy Bloom is a profile in
courage."--The Washington Post Meet Billy Bloom, new student at the ultra-white, ultra-rich, ultraconservative Dwight D. Eisenhower Academy and drag queen extraordinaire. Actually, ?drag queen? does not
begin to describe Billy and his fabulousness. Any way you slice it, Billy is not a typical seventeen-year-old, and
the Bible Belles, Aberzombies, and Football Heroes at the academy have never seen anyone quite like him
before. But thanks to the help and support of one good friend, Billy?s able to take a stand for outcasts and
underdogs everywhere in his own outrageous, over-thetop, sad, funny, brilliant, and unique way.
Ninth City Burning J. Patrick Black 2016 "We never saw them coming. Entire cities disappeared in the blink
of an eye, leaving nothing but dust and rubble. When an alien race came to make Earth theirs, they brought
with them a weapon we had no way to fight, a universe-altering force known as thelemity. It seemed
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nothing could stop it--until we discovered we could wield the power, too. Five hundred years later, the Earth
is locked in a grinding war of attrition"-Mondfluch 3: Aufstand der Menschen Kathrin Wandres 2022-03-28 Es war stets das Ziel, den Fluch zu
brechen. Doch was, wenn das Schlimmste erst bevorsteht? Obwohl Thy den Mondfluch erfolgreich gebrochen
hat, ist sie am Boden zerstört, denn von Koraj fehlt jede Spur! Sofort macht sich Thy auf die Suche nach ihm
und seinen Entführern: der Dunkelseele Suri und ihrem Sohn Zafaar. Niemand ist mächtiger als er - das
mysteriöse Halbwesen mit der schwarzen Narbe. Doch die Zeit drängt, denn ein noch größeres Unheil bahnt
sich seinen Weg durch das Land Ay. Die zunehmenden Beben und Rauchwolken kündigen den Ausbruch
des Vulkans an und damit die Zerstörung der Welt. Bei Thys Rettungsaktion kommt ihr ausgerechnet ihre
Erzfeindin zur Hilfe. Bis das Unvorstellbare geschieht.

Goldstrike Matt Whyman 2010-02-23 Escaping from a high-security military prison, Carl Hobbes finds himself
pursued by a ruthless bounty hunter and an Al-Qaeda assassin, a situation that tests all of his skills as a
manipulator of people and technology. 15,000 first printing.
The Illuminator Brenda Rickman Vantrease 2005-03 Working in secret for a fourteenth-century Oxford
professor who would translate the Bible into English, master illuminator Finn forms an alliance with Lady
Kathryn, a widow desperate to protect her inheritance from the church and the monarchy.
Dawnthief James Barclay 2010-08-05 The Raven: six men and an elf, sword for hire in the wars that have torn
apart Balaia. For years their loyalty has been only to themselves and their code. But, that time is over. The
Wytch Lords have escaped and The Raven find themselves fighting for the Dark College of magic, searching
for the location of Dawnthief. It is a spell created to end the world, and it must be cast if any of them are to
survive. Dawnthief is a fast paced epic about a band of all-too-human heroes. From the Trade Paperback
edition.
O' Artful Death Sarah Stewart Taylor 2007-04-01 Newcomer Sarah Stewart Taylor delivers a compelling and
atmospheric cozy mystery that introduces Sweeney St. George, an art historian in Boston with a special
interest in the art of death. Sweeney becomes interested in Byzantium, Vermont, an art colony that flourished
in the late nineteenth century, when she comes upon a photograph of the striking gravestone of a girl who
drowned, and may have been murdered, in 1890. The stone is in a tiny cemetery surrounded by other
beautiful, if unremarkable, headstones, some dating back hundreds of years. But the unsigned sculpture that
marks this young woman's grave is of extremely high quality and the artist is unrecognizable. Sweeney is
soon hooked, not only on the mystery of who created the beautiful sculpture but also on the details of the
events surrounding the girl's death. When the friend who showed her the gravestone invites Sweeney to
visit his relatives in Byzantium for Christmas, she jumps at the chance, knowing full well that the girl's
murder has achieved the status of mythology in the town and hoping she'll be able to uncover new
information. But by the time they arrive, her interest in the girl and the sculpture has gotten around town
and, in fact, seems to have disturbed a killer. For not long after Sweeney arrives, one of the girl's descendants
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is murdered, shot and left lying in the cemetery. Taylor has written a remarkably accomplished debut
mystery in the traditional cozy vein, and she's sure to win over legions of fans with O' Artful Death.
The Terror of Living Urban Waite 2011-02-03 Hunt, an ex-convict, has spent the past twenty years on a small
ranch with his wife, supplementing his income with the odd drug smuggling job. Drake, a deputy sheriff, is
newly married and has almost escaped the shadow of his father, who was also a sheriff -- and no stranger to the
drug trade himself... Drake is on Hunt's trail when a big drug deal in the mountains goes awry and so begins a
terrifying race against time. Although Hunt evades Drake's attempts at capture the traffickers soon unleash a
merciless hired killer to reclaim what's theirs. As the chase closes in and loyalties are tested, Drake's quest for
justice contends with a hitman's quest for blood, and Hunt must face a terrible choice...
Raintree: Inferno Linda Howard 2017-05-01 It's time to discover the Raintree Trilogy Two hundred years
after the Raintree clan defeated and abandoned them on a small Caribbean Island, the Ansara wizards are rising
again to take on their bitterest foes. Despite their extraordinary powers and supernatural origin, the Raintree
have largely blended into the modern world. They are bankers, cops, husbands, wives and lovers in the
society of humankind. But now, the rejoined battle will measure the endurance of their people and test their
loyalties and relationships. It will force upon them all new lives they could barely have imagined before.
Originally published in 2007
Dream of Darkness H. M. Gooden 2017-10-12 Tired of moving yet again, Cat McLean finds herself in the town
of Valleyview when her dad is transferred. And if that wasn't enough to deal with, shortly after their move,
Cat's involved and in a near-fatal car accident which lands her in the hospital where strange visions plague her
recovery. When she wakes to find that she has the ability to see auras and to heal others, she's horrified to
discover an ancient evil that means to destroy her new home. Cat must join forces with her sister and a new
friend in a race to save her new town. Will she learn how to harness her new powers in time? Or will she
succumb to the darkness she fears?
Mondfluch 2 Kathrin Wandres 2022-03-01 Es gibt nur einen Weg, die Welt zu retten. Doch was, wenn es der
falsche ist? Nach dem gescheiterten Versuch, den Mondfluch zu brechen, befindet sich Thy in Gefangenschaft
der Dunkelseelen. Diese haben es sich zum Ziel gesetzt, mit Hilfe des Mondlichts die Halbwesen zu
vernichten. Niemand ist rachsüchtiger als Suri - ihre Anführerin. Doch Thy muss feststellen, dass nicht nur
die Dunkelseelen hinter dem Mondlicht her sind, welches sie in sich trägt. Auch die Halbwesen setzen alles
daran, es wieder zurückzuerobern. Auf ihrer Flucht leidet Koraj zunehmend unter dem Mondfluch. Es
entsteht ein Wettlauf gegen die Zeit und Thy muss eine folgenschwere Entscheidung treffen.
Island of the Naked Women Inger Frimansson 2018-02-21 Fiction. Translated from the Swedish by Laura
Wideburg. Sudden murder and the resulting psychological tension are the hallmarks of Inger Frimansson's
acclaimed thrillers. In ISLAND OF NAKED WOMEN, Tobias, an author of mystery novels, must return to the
family farm after his father became incapacitated due to a fall from the hayloft. Tobias resents his father's
judgmental attitude, but he finds the allure of his father's young wife Sabina hard to resist. Meanwhile, Hardy,
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the hired hand, scoffs at Tobias's city ways, while encouraging Sabina's mentally challenged son Adam to turn
into an Elvis impersonator; and Ingelize, who runs a nearby riding school, finds Tobias irresistible. The rural
life becomes increasingly claustrophobic for Tobias, but before he can return to the city, death strikes a hard
blow and chaos ensues.

Ambush Paul Carson 2008-06-10 American expat Scott Nolan has recently moved to Ireland and enjoys a
flourishing career as a doctor, a rising media profile as a persuasive campaigner against drug abuse, and is very
much in love with Laura, his beautiful new wife. But one wintry Dublin morning, Scott's life is changed
forever when a team of contract killers attempts a daring double ambush. Their target: Ireland's antidrug
government minister and his medical spokesman, Dr. Scott Nolan. The attack goes horribly wrong, and in the
bloodbath that follows, Laura is killed by a bullet meant for Nolan. Fueled by grief and revenge, and desperate
to claim back his life and find the killers, Scott enters into an uneasy alliance with his wife's brother, police
detective Mark Higgins. Together they embark on a highly controversial international covert mission to
slowly and systematically infiltrate the drug scene and track down the assassin. Using secret U.S. army
interrogation compounds and breaking almost every law in the land, the duo finally close in on their target . . .
. This nail biting, heart-pounding blockbuster weaves a tale from the back streets of Dublin to the red-light
districts of Amsterdam and the seedy streets of Bangkok, accelerating to a breathtaking climax that will test
Nolan's physical and moral fortitude to the absolute limit.
TimeWorm Brenda Heller 2017-10-02 Brenda Heller & Jimmy Adams 10605 A piercing scream stopped him
in his tracks. By instinct he dropped to a squat. He caught his breath as he had ignored the flooding room and
now felt the icy water press against his chest. The noise grew louder as it moved closer to where Theo
squatted neck-deep in the frigid water. “Murphy!” Shards of the tile wall behind him flew in every direction
as the bullet slammed into it, well above where Theo’s head had previously been. Seventeen-year-old Theo is
caught up in a teenage world of driftboarding and HoloGames until his father’s friend and fellow scientist,
Viktor Brack, destroys the laboratory, vowing to use a time machine to rewrite history. Trapped behind sealed
doors, Theo promises himself to retrieve a book of secrets and prevent Brack’s evil plot. Theo and his robotic
dog, Murphy, follow Brack over 100 years earlier to Nazi Germany. After his own escape from a pit of death,
Theo is rescued until forces of evil and Hitler’s Youth attempt to kill him. He is found by sixteen-year-old
Gracie, who understands the dangers of the streets. For both teens, the need to survive becomes a reality
never touched by Theo’s false world of the HoloGame. Together, the teens take Murphy as they join an
underground society, and begin a trek against the evil of Hitler’s regime. Dark alleys, tunnels, and creatures of
repulsion force Theo and Gracie into a life-or-death fight to save both past and future. Jimmy Adams and
Brenda Heller are teachers who met at the high school in Derby, Kansas. Jimmy lives in the city and was born
in Pennsylvania. Brenda lives in the country and was born in Kansas. However, both enjoy running, the
outdoors, and teaching teens. Each holds a degree in history, so when Jimmy had an idea to blend the truth of
history with a flair of imagination, the series began. TimeWorm and the books to follow bring the events of
yesterday as alive and daring as the moments in which they first occurred.
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